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Even with the tremendous speculation about Bitcoin ETFs, the January 9, 2024, debut of the Xai
network caught investors’ attention and made news. This highlighted layer 3 networks, of which Xai
is one, as well as blockchain gaming tokens.

 

We discuss the features and applications of Xai in detail in this price projection, and we employ the
data on this network and token to project prices for 2024, 2025, and 2030.
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Xai (XAI) Price Prediction Summary
 

Xai, the token for a specialised gaming layer 3 based on the Arbitrum Ethereum rollup, was
launched at the start of 2024.
XAI started trading at $0.20 on Binance, while the starting price according to CoinMarketCap
data is $0.6767.
After being listed on CoinMarketCap, XAI reached its all-time high (ATH) of $0.7864 in less
than 30 minutes before falling to its all-time low of $0.4531 in just over 24 hours.
Xai appears to have landed in a range between $0.60 and $0.70 while it is still in price
discovery mode.
According to our Xai price prediction, Xai will rise above $1 within its first year of existence
and reach a peak of $1.12 as a result of network game releases.
We project that the Xai network and its token will be doing quite well by 2030, with a peak of
$5 anticipated.
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Year Low Price Average Price High Price
2024 $0.45 $0.98 $1.12
2025 $0.7 $1.2 $1.8
2030 $1.5 $2.1 $5
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What is Xai (XAI)?
 

 

The Xai layer 3 blockchain was built specifically to address the issues of scaling Web3 games, and its
native currency is the XAI token.

 

The Xai blockchain is based on Arbitrum layer 2, which in turn is based on Ethereum, the second
most valuable blockchain in the world. Xai is another hopeful rollup, and its creators, Offchain Labs,
are also responsible for Arbitrum.

 

Offchain Labs will carry on developing the Xai roadmap and any subsequent updates needed by the
Xai Foundation, which oversees the rollup.

 

[TRADE_PLUGIN]XAIUSDT,ETHUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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Xai (XAI) Overview
 

 

Cryptocurrency Xai
Ticker Symbol XAI

Rank #262
Price $0.6436

Price Change
24H 38.33%

Market Cap $178,364,292
Circulating

Supply
277,118,150

XAI
Trading

Volume 24H $284,606,241

All Time High $0.7864
All Time Low $0.4531

 

 

[TRADE_PLUGIN]XAIUSDT,ETHUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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Xai (XAI) Price History
 

 

Launched on January 9th, 2024, at 9:30am UTC, the Xai token was originally scheduled to debut
over the 2023 holiday season, but was postponed owing to team members’ health problems. An
airdrop will be held to deliver 5% of the token supply to early participants in the network. This
includes Xai network validators, operators of Sentry Nodes, and owners of a specific Xai NFT.

 

Binance was among the top cryptocurrency exchanges that made the XAI token available upon
launch. Users of Binance could stake other cryptocurrencies in order to earn XAI tokens before the
token’s debut.

 

Upon listing on Binance, the Xai token cost $0.20. According to CoinMarketCap, Xai started at
$0.6767, but the token price soared after that, reaching its all-time high of $0.7864 in under thirty
minutes.

 

The price of Xai cryptocurrency then fell to a new low of $0.4531, a 42.4% drop in less than 24
hours. It appears that the Xai token price has found an initial short-term range between $0.60 and
$0.70, and has since climbed. But, with this coin’s launch being a little over 48 hours ago, price
discovery is far from over.
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Xai (XAI) Price Prediction 2024
 

The SEC approved all eleven Bitcoin ETF proposals at the start of the year, so 2024 is shaping up to
be a fascinating year for cryptocurrencies. In estimating the value of Xai in 2024, we will consider
both internal and external factors, such as upcoming changes to the Xai ecosystem and global
events.

 

Keep in mind that the Xai token price is now in the discovery period as of this writing. But that won’t
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stop us from utilising all the data at our disposal to make a Xai token prediction.

 

 

 

Xai (XAI) Price Prediction Q1 2024

 

Following the airdrop of XAI tokens in January of 2024, the Xai network formally debuted in the first
quarter of that year. According to the Xai roadmap for Q1 of 2024, the main focus this quarter will
be on getting the mainnet ready to receive the first game in Q2. We will also be deploying a lot of
essential utilities to Xai and establishing partnerships with bridges and marketplaces. The Xai token
price will rise after the announcement of these successful developments.

 

Approval of Bitcoin ETFs set the tone for the entire cryptocurrency market in 2024. This caused the
price of numerous popular altcoins to surge, possibly due to speculation that they will be the next
cryptocurrency exchange-traded fund (ETF) to enter the mainstream financial market.

 

 

 

Xai (XAI) Price Prediction Q2 2024

 

The Xai network will debut its first game, Final Form, a trading card game that is entirely on-chain,
in the second quarter of 2024. According to the Xai plan, not only will one of the top game
developers in the industry deploy to the Xai network, but the other will do the same for their
complete game library. We don’t yet know who these partners are, but once we do, news of their
partnerships and other endeavours will likely boost demand for the Xai token and its value.

 

In a broader sense, the cryptocurrency community is gearing up for the Bitcoin Halving event in the
second quarter of 2024. Although there has been typically little price movement in the days leading
up to the event, this year may be different due to the introduction of ETFs, which will allow Bitcoin
to access a new pool of institutional capital. Because altcoin values tend to follow Bitcoin’s price
movements, any impact on Bitcoin’s price could have repercussions on altcoins as well.

 

In 2024, the Federal Reserve is anticipated to decrease interest rates a minimum of three times,
according to even more distant macroeconomic projections. By the end of the first quarter or early
in the second, you may anticipate the first of these fee increases. Many believe that these cuts are a
signal for investors to shift their focus to more volatile assets, such as cryptocurrencies. This might



lead to a resurgence of interest in the asset class and a favourable effect on many different coins.

 

 

 

Xai (XAI) Price Prediction Q3 and Q4 2024

 

Two gaming businesses will have their products on the Xai network by the third quarter of 2024, and
at least one game will be available on the platform. The demand for the Xai token, which is directly
correlated to the network’s use and popularity, will drive up its price as the network grows in
popularity. On the other hand, “Nodes, community & DAC” have 50.1% of the XAI supply allocated
for distribution, which increases the available supply and could lead to further selling pressure for
the token.

 

The team and first investors are set to receive 42.4% of the token supply, which means that they will
also begin unlocking them at the beginning of Q3. This could lead to a decrease in price.

 

Globally, the Federal Reserve is anticipated to keep cutting interest rates well into the year’s end,
which might be good news for the cryptocurrency market.

 

 

[TRADE_PLUGIN]XAIUSDT,ETHUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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Xai (XAI) Price Prediction 2025
 

Nothing useful for Xai currency prediction is available in the present Xai roadmap, which concludes
in July 2024. Having said that, we are aware of four additional games under development on the
network, and it is quite probable that players will be onboarding for both the games that have
already debuted and those that are still in development.

 

The Xai token’s demand will rise if these games do well and more developers keep making games on
the Xai network. Nevertheless, the Xai price will continue to be impacted by the continued emission
of tokens to the community, team, and initial investors.

 

Bitcoin and several other altcoins reach new all-time highs (ATHs) between twelve and eighteen
months after a halving event occurs, according to historical price data. This influence is felt
throughout the cryptocurrency ecosystem. If previous patterns are repeated, Xai’s price will rise in
tandem with other market segments.

 

We anticipate Xai to reach a high of $1.80 if all the favourable outcomes materialise. But with the
team and early investors selling off tokens, the price of Xai might go as low as $0.70 in 2025,
according to our projection. Additionally, we anticipate that Xai will average $1.20 in 2025.
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Xai (XAI) Price Prediction 2030
 

Looking as far into the future as 2030 makes our vision less clear because we can’t be sure of what
will happen in that time. But we can construct a Xai price prediction for 2030 based on forecasts and
what we know about upcoming occurrences.

 

To begin, experts predict that the blockchain gaming industry will expand from its current state by
2030, with a CAGR of more than 60%. The Xai price is poised to experience tremendous increase
over this era if the Xai network is able to solidify its position as a leading gaming blockchain, which
is highly anticipated given the impressive rate of growth.



 

By this point, there will be a significantly larger supply of XAI tokens in circulation, and token
emissions will have a significantly smaller impact on token price. By 2030, when we anticipate the
network to be popular and extensively used, the price of XAI will be driven upwards due to the fact
that all petrol fees are paid in Xai and burned.

 

Lastly, following the Bitcoin Halving event in 2028, we may see a decline in price around 2030 if the
price behaviour of Bitcoin continues to follow its historical 4-year cycles.

 

With a possible high of $5 in 2030 (if all goes according to plan with the expansion of the network
and the rising popularity of blockchain gaming), a low of $1.50, and a median price of $2.10, the
years leading up to 2030 appear to be promising for the XAI token.
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Is Xai (XAI) a Good Investment?

Xai token, the native currency of a dedicated gaming blockchain constructed as a Layer 3 on top of
Arbitrum, one of Ethereum’s most popular rollups, is a sure bet to invest in given the expected
tremendous expansion of the blockchain gaming business over the next 6-8 years.
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However, traders planning to enter the market in the near to medium term should brace themselves
for a great deal of volatility as tokens are produced at a dizzying rate over the next few years. This
deluge of good news could put too much downward pressure on the price when it finally lets up.

 

Those planning to hold Xai for the long haul should bear in mind that the success of blockchain
technology in monetizing markets like gaming hinges on the market’s continued maturation,
traditional investors’ adoption of cryptocurrencies, and the global implementation of crypto
regulations.

 

 

[TRADE_PLUGIN]XAIUSDT,ETHUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

 

 

Conclusion
 

Xai is the latest craze in the cryptocurrency gaming industry, and it has its own blockchain that’s
specifically designed to make blockchain games better for everyone.

 

Does Xai, which has releases planned for this year, qualify as one of the top cryptocurrencies to
invest in in 2024?
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Xai (XAI) Price Prediction FAQs
 

 

Will  Xai rise $10?

We don’t anticipate the Xai token reaching $10 anytime soon because they will be emitted over an
extended period of time. Nonetheless, we do anticipate that it will peak at $5 in 2030.

In 2024, how much will Xai be?

In 2024, we anticipate that Xai will reach its highest points of $1.12, as the coin gains momentum
following the triumphant launch of the network’s inaugural game. In the middle of the year, when
early investors sell their first shares of coins, we also forecast lows of $0.45.

 

In 2025, how much will Xai be worth?

Our price forecast indicates that in 2025, Xai will trade in a band of $1.8 to $0.7. Events and product
releases within the Xai ecosystem will also have an impact on prices.

 

What will the cost of Xai be in 2030?

Our long-term Xai price projection for 2030 is $5 at its peak, assuming that blockchain gaming and
the network turn out to be the enormous success that is anticipated. This is in addition to average
prices of $2.10 and lows of $1.5.

 

Where To Trade Crypto?
 

You can trade crypto futures on BTCC Now.  Over 300 USDT-margined perpetual trading pairs are
available for users to trade, including many popular altcoins and meme-coins.

 

Trade on BTCC Now

 

https://www.btcc.com/en-US/register?utm_source=GW_SEO&inviteCode=%20&utm_medium=article&utm_campaign=laura96909


You can deposit and receive up to 10,055 USDT now when you sign up and verify your account on
BTCC Every new user gets a 10 USDT coupon after completing their registration. You will also get
an additional 20 USDT coupon on completing your KYC verification.

 

Check more details.
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About BTCC

 

BTCC is a leading cryptocurrency trading platform that is distinguished by its ability to balance the
simplicity of use with advanced features. It provides a comprehensive educational program through
the BTCC Academy, 24/7 customer support, and robust security to both novices and experts. BTCC is
a top choice for digital asset investors due to its emphasis on user contentment, which fosters a
secure and informed trading environment across a variety of cryptocurrencies.

 

BTCC is one of the few exchanges in the market that offers high-leverage options for investors and
concentrates extensively on futures trading. Users have access to more than 300 USDT-margined
perpetual trading pairs, which encompass numerous prominent altcoins and meme-coins.
Additionally, the platform has recently implemented spot trading to facilitate novice users who may
not be acquainted with futures trading.
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Established Reputation: BTCC is one of the oldest and most well-known cryptocurrency
exchanges, having been operational since 2011. Its history in the market enhances its
credibility and trustworthiness.
A Diverse Selection of Cryptocurrencies: BTCC allows customers to access and exchange a
wide range of digital assets.
Margin and Futures Trading: BTCC provides margin and futures trading options, allowing
customers to expand their trading holdings and potentially increase their profits.
Proficient Trading Instruments: such as real-time market data, trading charts, and
technical analysis indicators. These tools can help users make informed trading decisions.
Security Measures: BTCC values security and uses a variety of safeguards to secure
customer payments and information. This includes two-factor authentication (2FA) and cold
storage of cryptocurrency assets.

 

 

BTCC Guide:

 

How to Trade Crypto Futures Contracts on BTCC
BTCC Guide-How to Deposit Crypto on BTCC?
What is Crypto Futures Trading – Beginner’s Guide
What is Leverage in Cryptocurrency? How Can I Trade at 100X Leverage?
BTCC Review 2024: Best Crypto Futures Exchange

 

 

 

Crypto Buying Guides:

How To Buy Bitcoin (BTC)
How To Buy Picoin
How To Buy Ethereum (ETH)
How To Buy Dogecoin (DOGE)
How To Buy Pepe Coin (PEPE) 
How To Buy Ripple (XRP) 
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Crypto Prediction:

Ethereum (ETH) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Will ETH Reach $10,000?
Ethereum Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030: How High Can ETH Go in 2024?
Bitcoin (BTC) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Is BTC a Good Investment?
Ripple (XRP) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Will XRP Reach $1 After SEC Lawsuit?
Pi Coin Price Prediction 2024,2025,2030 — Is Pi Coin a Good Buy?
Pepe (PEPE) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 – Will PEPE Reach $1
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